1. Introduction. In this paper, Hilbert space, denoted by / 2 , is understood to be the space of all sequences (#*) such that X)£i #?< °° with d((Xi), (^)) = (2r»i (*•-*«)
2 ) 1/2 . We let the countable infinite product of lines be regarded as s==IL°Li /? where, for each i>0, I? denotes the open interval (0, 1).
Let the symbol "^" mean "is homeomorphic to." We shall prove THEOREM I. h~s.
As a consequence of this theorem it is possible to investigate topological properties of l 2 as topological properties of s. In turn s is a "natural" subset of the Hilbert cube (the countable infinite product of closed intervals) which facilitates the study of 5.
In 1928 in [5, The topological classification of complete linear metric spaces initiated by Fréchet has been the subject of considerable research activity with noteworthy contributions by Bessaga, Kadee, Klee and Pelczynski among others. See the bibliography in [3] , Particular attention has been given to Fréchet spaces: locally convex complete linear metric spaces. With Theorem I of this paper and recent profound results of Kadec and of Bessaga and Pelczynski, the topological classification of separable infinite-dimensional Fréchet spaces is now complete. All such spaces are homeomorphic to each other.
The results leading to this theorem are the following. In a paper to be published in Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Kadec gives a proof of the theorem "All separable infinite-dimensional Banach Spaces are homeomorphic." Earlier in [4] and in [3, Theorem 9.2], Bessaga and Pelczynski have shown "Under the conjecture that all separable in-finite-dimensional Banach spaces are homeomorphic with Z 2 , every separable infinite-dimensional Fréchet space X, with Xy^s, is homeomorphic with Z 2 ." Therefore, with Theorem I of this paper, the classification is complete.
2. The strategy of the proof of Theorem L The proof of Theorem I uses only standard topological methods and two recent results, (A) and (B) below, which are not proved here. (However, an outline of the proof of (B) is given in §3.) Otherwise, this paper is self-contained.
(A) (Bessaga-Pelczynski) [3] or [4] .
. For any separable metric space Z and any countable collection {Ki\izi of compact subsets of ZXs,
f(ZX A V K^\~ZX
Taking Z as a single-point set, the following theorem is a corollary of (B).
(C) For any countable collection {i£t} ta i of compact subsets of s,
Taking Z~l 2 , the following theorem is a corollary of (A) and (B h With these observations, the strategy of the proof is the following. We exhibit, in §4, a particular set Z 2 which, by (D), we show to be homeomorphic to Z 2 . Then, in §5, we show (E) a homeomorphism ƒ of Z 2 into 5 such that A/(Z 2 ) is the countable union of compact sets. By (C), ƒ(2 2 ) ~s. Thus we have D_ E C h ~ 1<L ~ ƒ (Z 2 ) ~ s and hence Z 2^s .
3. Outline of a proof of (B Thus ftp will be the desired homeomorphism of (ZXs)\UjL 0 Kj on to ZXs.
In conclusion, we remark that the homeomorphism hi can be considered as a modification of a homeomorphism defined coordinatewise as (1) the identity on coordinate spaces other than s/ and (2) a homeomorphism which moves the single point (Xigip(Ki) off si. The modification requires that hi move only p(2£ t -)\U}~i p(Kj) off ZXs rather than the larger set gr (1 -JL x n +%i
The verification of the following four properties will complete the proof of our Theorem I :
(1) ƒ is one-to-one from 1% into s, (2) ƒ is continuous, (3) jf -1 is continuous, (4) s\f(t 2 ) is the countable union of compact sets. = l' Therefore Z"" 1 must be continuous since convergence in the norm and convergence in each coordinate gives convergence in Z 2 .
(4) We wish to verify that s\f(jh) is a countable union of compact sets. Since h is a separable complete metric space, we know that k and thusZ 2 are absolute Gs's. Letting J 00 =H£.i ^** where I* is the closed interval [0, l], we have /ÖÜOCJ" and we know that /°°V(^) * s a countable union of compact sets (r») t -fe i.
For each j>0, let 2?,-= {(yi)\ (ydGs and, for each i, l/2^y t -^l -1/2'}. Then 2?y is a compact subset of s. Since {jRyP\7\|i, j>0} is a countable union of compact sets, it suffices to show that for any point (^i)G(AUjli 2?y), there is a point (xi)£?2 for which ƒ((#*) )
= (*).
Clearly, for each point (y<)£s, the formulas solved for the y/s yield a particular sequence (x t ) with ]T)*Li #* 2S1-We note that (xi) may have only finitely many nonzero coordinates but, in this case, Given (y*)G(AU<li Rj) and any Ô>0 there exist an integer k and positive numbers €1 and e 2 such that 0 < y k < €i or 1 -€i < y h < 1, and this statement implies 
